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Gerhard ULRICH
March 22nd, 2017
Former Swiss political prisoner
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges
0041 21 801 22 88 – catharsisgu@gmail.com
René FORNEY
French political prisoner
Écrou 40037 cel 318
Maison d’arrêt - BP 15
F-38763 Varces cedex
cc: Network SALVE EUROPA! www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bMwUDSQeOA

The NUREMBERG of the European judiciary system to come
Dear René,
In my mail of February 25, 2017 I stated that we both had come independently to
the conclusion that we need to instore a counter-power to the judiciary tyranny.
Local boards composed of non-lawyers shall exercise a control of the courts from
the outside. That is needed throughout Europe: an efficient quality control. See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-02-25_forney-e.pdf

In your letter of March 2nd, 2017 you spell out the claim to have a NUREMBERG
of the French Judiciary organized, and to entrust Historians to investigate the
dysfunction of the judiciary system. Here again, you did come to the same
conclusions as mine.
Yes, a NUREMBERG of the judiciary system is absolutely necessary, to start with
a trial against the Judges of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR).
However, the Historians will be faced with a tremendous problem:
The Nazis had entertained detailed records of their atrocities. The cheaters in
Strasbourg in turn are much trickier: their archives are empty. Once they got rid
of 98 % of the applicants with their famous half a page text module, pretending
that the conditions of articles 34 and 35 of the Convention were not fulfilled, they
destroy these files. This is falsification of History!
These well payed Magistrates by the European Tax payers are not furnishing the
expected quality products. In 90 to 98 % of the cases, they are not even reading
the submitted complaints. I am quoting the 2 examples of condemnations forged
by the Attorney General VD/CH Eric COTTIER, having managed to have issued
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long lasting prison sentences based on strictly nothing, and where the ECHR has
discredited itself completely, confirming these abuses:
-

François LÉGERET, condemned wrongly for alleged triple murder to
lifelong imprisonment. See L’affaire Légeret – Un assassin imaginaire.
Jacques SECRETAN, Editor Mon Village, 2016. The «Judge» Nebojša
VUČINIĆ has confirmed this judiciary crime with the famous text module:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_vuicinic-f.pdf

- The French Laurent SÉGALAT, condemned to 15 years in prison for an
alleged murder. 5 published books are evidencing his innocence. See
«L’Etat de droit» démasqué, Gerhard ULRICH, Editor Samizdat, 2016.
This is one of the very scarce cases where 3 Judges of Strasbourg have
delivered a fake motivation … by producing a copy/paste of the lies forged
by the «Judges» of the lower levels.
The ECHR is a Lodge of Cardsharpers, covering the judiciary crimes, and
whitewashing the failing Judiciaries of the European countries for deceiving the
public opinion. These European «Judges» are actually destroying our European
civilization. The ECHR has to be abolished and its Judges are to be sent to their
NUREMBERG. Their material assets including their old pension funds have to
be confiscated for furnishing a foundation for paying indemnities to their
victims.
The Swiss Federal Court has another method for falsifying History. Our supreme
«Judges» are returning the submitted evidences to the applicants, once they have
been defeated, for maintaining archives deprived of any substance. I am curious
to know, how the Cour de cassation in Paris, the Bundes-verfassungsgerichtshof
in Karlsruhe or the supreme courts of other European countries are furnishing or
not furnishing their archives.
Dear René, I am waiting impatiently the end of your jailing, which has to come
latest on July 10, 2017. Our Job has just started!
Wishing you good mood and the physical resistance to endure your status as a
political prisoner of France, I send you indeed my very best regards as a veteran
of the struggle against the injustice of the «Judiciary»
Gerhard ULRICH
Former Swiss political Prisoner
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